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The schedule for this calculation for the first ten years of operation of the farm is shown in Table 7. If the
water fountains are empty at either of your visits, add an additional water fountain. Place the fountain on a
piece of hardware cloth to help keep the wood shavings out of the water. Statistics has it that there are 2. The
truth is that it is one of the means of avoiding running into a loss. You can get a loan from the bank, or funding
from investors, to use as capital to start your poultry egg farming business. Scratch grain is cheaper than
grower pellets and grains or seeds are likely to be found near release sites. No doubt raising startup capital for
a business might not come cheap, but it is a task that an entrepreneur must go through. Coop Architectural
Designs The three 3 diagrams shown below display the design concept that is considerd most appropriate for
this level of poultry egg production facility. The length storage room can be tailored to needs of the location.
The room must be cleaned, disinfected, and well constructed to prevent drafts. This is because part of the
success of any nation is her ability to cultivate her own food and also export foods to other nations of the
world. The starting ration must contain 28 to 30 percent protein to meet the needs of the chicks for rapid
growth and good feathering. To hold down the roof temperature and prevent heat radiation during sunny days,
it is necessary to insulate the roof to an R-value of 5. Cockerels production 5. StartupBiz Global provided a
very professional and comprehensive business plan which I used for my business. Value Proposition Wealth
creation by poultry farming Critical Success Factors Expertise: Professionalism and technical knowledge of
bird keeping is highly imperative. Average vaccination cost per bird usually varies between UShs. It is
advisable not to locate the poultry egg farming project close to rivers or streams as this may result in the
pollution of water by chicken drops during rainfall periods. Increasing protein consumption and rising
incomes drive consumption of eggs. Pens should be planned in such a way that provision is made for enough
space for their growth Key Points Temperature is critical and should be maintained as recommended. It also
allows the farmer to administer the right feeds and follow the right method of lighting for the layers chickens.
If you are operating a small poultry egg farming business e. The drinker should contain fresh, clean and cold
water. You should have equipment including feeders, drinkers, lighting system and waste disposal system.


